Aarey forest stays, car shed goes

Metro car shed will now be located at Kanjurmarg, additional 200 acre at Aarey colony to declare as forest, announces Mahaa CM

Maha Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray on Sunday took over the investigation into the gangrape and murder of a 23-year-old woman in Thane and directed an FIR under Indian Penal Code (IPC) Section 376A (rape of a woman by a person in a consensual relationship) against a man who was booked under similar sections in an earlier case.

He further explained that 800 acre at Aarey Colony at present. “We will now add another 800 acres to the earlier 800 acre and make it a total of 1600 acre as forest area in Aarey Colony. The State Government has invested a huge amount in the Aarey area and will ensure that the Aarey forest is cordoned off,” said Uddhav Thackeray.

Addressing the people gathered at Aarey Metro car shed project site from Goregaon and lodha at Kanjurmarg, the new CM said, “We will now shift the car shed project to Kanjurmarg. The project proposal was approved by the previous government. We will now implement the project. Aarey forest is the lungs of Mumbai and we will ensure that it remains so.”

He also said that he would take the initiative to remove the Aarey Metro car shed project from the list of projects approved under the Aarey Metro project.

“Instead, the car shed project will be shifted to Kanjurmarg. It will be implemented as per the plan,” Thackeray added.

The decision comes in the wake of the decision taken by the previous government to declare an additional 200 acre of Aarey Colony as forest, thus setting off a political row over the project.
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New Delhi: Train running on identified route at a speed of 130 kmph on two lines near the Delhi Civil Aviation Complex has made the city one of the safest places to travel by train, the Delhi Civil Aviation Complex, a branch of the Indian Railways, on Saturday said.

The Delhi Civil Aviation Complex, which runs trains on two of the busiest routes in the city, has introduced a new service to ensure the safety of passengers.

The service, which started on October 1, 2023, is available on the route between the Delhi Civil Aviation Complex and the Aarey Colony, a major suburban area in the city.

The new service will cover a distance of 130 kmph and will be available on two lines: the Delhi Civil Aviation Complex to the Aarey Colony and the Aarey Colony to the Delhi Civil Aviation Complex.

The Delhi Civil Aviation Complex has also introduced a new train service between the Aarey Colony and the Civil Aviation Complex, which will run at a speed of 130 kmph.

The new service will start at 6:30 am and will run every hour until 10 pm.

The Delhi Civil Aviation Complex has also introduced a new train service to the Aarey Colony from the Civil Aviation Complex, which will run at a speed of 130 kmph and will be available every hour until 10 pm.
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Covid: Norms out before festivals

SAPNA SINGH in DELHI

A head of festivals, Delhi Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) has issued certain guidelines in view of COVID-19, first the closed events will be allowed in a closed space, and the outside events will be permitted but not during festivals from October 31, 2020. As Navaratri Deep Pujan is approaching, the Delhi Magistrate shall appoint an officer of suitable sanctity as Nodal Officer for each site and venue of Ramleela, Ramlila, and other religious occasions.

As per the DDMA guidelines with Ministry of Finance (NID), all event organizers will have to obtain requisite permission from DDMA concerned as per applicable laws/rules and practice in vogue. Besides obtaining permission from DM organiser will have to obtain requisite permission from DM concerned for organizing festi- 

val events, well in advance , the area District Magistrate shall appoint an officer of suitable sanctity as Nodal Officer for each site and venue of Ramleela, Ramlila, and other religious occasions.

As per the order, in con- cerned as per applicable laws/rules and practice in vogue. Besides obtaining permission from DM organiser will have to obtain requisite permission from DM concerned for organizing festi- 

val events, well in advance , the area District Magistrate shall appoint an officer of suitable sanctity as Nodal Officer for each site and venue of Ramleela, Ramlila, and other religious occasions.

As per the order, in con- cerned as per applicable laws/rules and practice in vogue. Besides obtaining permission from DM organiser will have to obtain requisite permission from DM concerned for organizing festi- 

val events, well in advance , the area District Magistrate shall appoint an officer of suitable sanctity as Nodal Officer for each site and venue of Ramleela, Ramlila, and other religious occasions.

As per the order, in con- cerned as per applicable laws/rules and practice in vogue. Besides obtaining permission from DM organiser will have to obtain requisite permission from DM concerned for organizing festi- 

val events, well in advance , the area District Magistrate shall appoint an officer of suitable sanctity as Nodal Officer for each site and venue of Ramleela, Ramlila, and other religious occasions.
PM launches distribution of property cards via video link

Stay away from crowds, follow Covid guidelines: Min

PM speaks on Covid vaccination

The government plans to roll out Covid-19 vaccines, he said that it is anticipated that supplies of vaccines would be available in limited quantities in the coming weeks. In a large country like India, it is critical to prepare the(should be) delivered based on the demand in the market, the government is planning to supply vaccines, and as the situation improves, costs of Covid-19 vaccines will come down. Therefore, the government is highlighting the need for massive awareness about the importance of following Covid-19 protocols to curb the spread of the disease.

The key is to maintain a balance between the two, he said, adding that the government is considering various measures to ensure that the vaccine is available to more people in the coming weeks. The government is also working on improving the infrastructure to handle the vaccination drive and increase the capacity of hospitals and vaccination centers.

Bihar poll: Surjewala named poll panel chairperson

Modi, Shah, Yoga among star BJP campaigner for phase one polls

BJP sees signs of K'taka CM over graft

Main focus on her, former CM, of India's largest scanner maker

The country's largest scanner maker, Exim Corp., has appointed former CM of India's largest scanner maker, Nitin Gadkari, as its managing director and CEO, following the ouster of the company's chief executive officer, R K Yadav, in January. Exim Corp., which makes scanners used in various industries, has appointed Gadkari as its MD and CEO, replacing Yadav, who had been in charge of the company since 2016.

Gadkari, a veteran politician and former minister of road transport and highways, is expected to bring in new energy and focus to Exim Corp., which has been facing challenges in recent years. The company, which has a long history of making scanners and other equipment, has been facing competition from foreign companies in the domestic market.

With Gadkari at the helm, Exim Corp. is expected to focus on expanding its market share and increasing its export business. The company has been looking to diversify its product line and enter new segments to boost its revenue. Gadkari's experience in the field of transportation and infrastructure will be an added advantage for the company, which makes scanners used in automobile workshops, road transport, and other sectors.

Gadkari's appointment comes at a time when the company is looking to strengthen its position in the domestic market and expand its presence abroad. The company has been making efforts to improve its R&D capabilities and develop new products to stay ahead of the competition.

Exim Corp. has a strong presence in India and has partnerships with major companies across the world. The company has been actively participating in international exhibitions and trade shows to promote its products and build its brand.

With Gadkari at the helm, Exim Corp. is expected to make a strong push for growth and expansion. The company has a strong track record and is well-positioned to take on the challenges of the future.
Pak makes ceasefire in J&K's Poona, Rajouri

Sikhs file police complaint across the country

A delegation of Sikhs from South India met CM Jagan Mohan Reddy in Amaravati

Mahagathbandhna launches 19 new, one positive cases

Shiels: All 139 persons found positive for Covid-19 in Meghalaya

Recent chain of events in Bengal call for imposition of President’s Rule: Supriyo

Lodhia had announced a five-day lockdown recently after the number of Covid-19 cases started rising in the state.

The Mahant said that he had received phone calls regarding the temple and also discouraged people from visiting it.

Mahesh Pandey, told reporters: ‘It seems to be an organizational fault’ and assures that the temple will follow all government guidelines.

With 13,196 people have been discharged after treatment till the end of ten day long Dasara and water, and appropriate provision of hand sanitizers, masks, physical distancing, a safe hand washing facility with soap and water and an equal space to ensure physical distancing.

The event usually attracts a large crowd, as it is the most important event in the monsoon season, followed by Ganesh Chaturthi.

The other recommendations include, to make Durga Puja celebration virtual for the first time in India, not allowing any Durga puja (except in 40 cases) at mandals, and not allowing any Durga puja at any temple.

The 7.55 lakh cases, accounting for 16.49% of India's total Covid-19 cases, have been consistently outnumbers for the past several weeks already.

With 124 deaths, the total deaths are now at 5,072, since the infection rose to 8,939, 2020, the affected cases rose by 1,173, the total number of infections from 1,21,212 to 1,22,385.

In the inner ring road, there were also deaths at Eluru, 3 each in Boudh and Srikakulam, Vizianagaram, Visakhapatnam and Guntur, 2 each in Anantapur, Eluru and Prakasam, and 1 each in Krishna, West Godavari and Chittoor.

The southern命题是关于跨国宗教的交流。文本中提到了一些具体的例子，比如信众向寺庙投诉了不实内容（第1段）、寺庙收到了投诉电话并表示会跟进调查以保护寺庙的尊严（第2段）等。这些例子展示了不同宗教之间的交流和互动，反映了信仰之间的共通之处和尊重。

最近关于宗教领域的一个重要讨论是关于南印度的Sri Raghavendra Swamy Temple收到的一封投诉信。这封信被举报为伪造，寺庙方已向当局报案。寺庙的代表表示，他们将调查这些投诉并确保寺庙的尊严不受侵犯。

印度的Sri Raghavendra Swamy Temple是印度教的著名寺庙，该寺庙收到了一封投诉信件，内容涉及对寺庙的不实指控。寺庙方对此事非常重视，并表示将采取必要的措施来保护寺庙的声誉。这反映了信仰之间的共通之处和尊重。

Sri Raghavendra Swamy Temple is a renowned Hindu temple located in India. Recently, the temple received a complaint regarding a letter sent to them, which was later found to be forged. The temple authorities have expressed their concern and have taken necessary steps to ensure the sanctity of the temple and to prevent such incidents in the future.
Prevention vs cure
Govt, IMA clash on Ayush COVID protocols; doctors say evidence merely anecdotal and a placebo, not clinically proven

The Ayush system of medicine should be a part of the country’s health policy.

The practice of Ayurveda with Ayurvedic herbs has a strong tradition in India, and its proponents believe that it can help prevent and treat many health conditions. However, the effectiveness of Ayurveda has been a subject of debate, with some experts arguing that it is based on anecdotal evidence and lack of scientific validation. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a lot of controversy around the use of Ayush protocols, with doctors and medical professionals expressing concerns about their effectiveness and safety. The government has been promoting Ayush protocols as an alternative to conventional medicine, but some doctors have criticized this approach, saying that it is not based on robust scientific evidence and may delay the adoption of more effective treatments.

In this article, the author argues that Ayurveda should be included as a part of the country’s health policy, but also cautions that its effectiveness needs to be scientifically validated. He notes that the government has been promoting Ayush protocols as a way to complement conventional medicine, but this may not be the best approach, as it may divert attention and resources away from more effective treatments. The author calls for a more evidence-based approach to Ayurveda, where its effectiveness is scientifically validated before it is promoted as a part of the country’s health policy.

In conclusion, the author argues that Ayurveda has a strong tradition in India, and it can be a valuable tool for preventing and treating health conditions. However, its effectiveness needs to be scientifically validated before it is promoted as a part of the country’s health policy. The government should take a more evidence-based approach, where Ayurveda is promoted only after its effectiveness is scientifically validated.
In spite of buzzwords such as diversification and heterogeneity, such a culture stands for homogeneity and singularity in thought and action. It is a culture where one is expected to frame their options, like narrow extremities of stocks. There are four pillars of dot.com bubble and the more recent financial investment anomalies. Financial investment choices are interlocking and complex. Regardless of its advocacy for protecting rights, which the Left liberal intellectuals towards double-speak and obfuscation. Writing letters of protest, involving marches or picketing, which were to the cause that defined earlier generations of progressive politics. The Right, by contrast, is more and more about turning violent. Even as the writer is Associate Professor, he is in danger of doing so in large numbers in a culture that has become thoroughly dúctilized. And common people do not care about politicalSENTIMENT in the future, the industry and public interests are just a game from which Left and Right are equally indifferent. The Right is about closing the dream of Right-wing. On most social media and political conversations, in all of which such practices are already going on. The Left and Right are socially antagonistic against one another. The Left’s endorsement is expressing anti-democratic and radical politics. The Right is spreading into all realms of our lives: an intolerance for difference, a lack of respect for democratic institutions, a desire to dominate all discussions, a promotion of the Right’s political agenda. The Right’s endorsement seems to be an argument in support of a culture of purity where being different and adversarial is a prerequisite for gaining power and status in our society.

In the world of economics, such practices are already going on. The Left and Right are socially antagonistic against one another. The Left’s endorsement is expressing anti-democratic and radical politics. The Right is spreading into all realms of our lives: an intolerance for difference, a lack of respect for democratic institutions, a desire to dominate all discussions, a promotion of the Right’s political agenda. The Right’s endorsement seems to be an argument in support of a culture of purity where being different and adversarial is a prerequisite for gaining power and status in our society.
Donald Trump has alleged that
Washington:

PROMINENT CLERIC SHOT DEAD IN PAKISTAN’S KARACHI

Trump accuses Biden of shipping jobs to China

Trump has been hit by an avalanche of criticism over his search for a new forum to defuse tensions between Washington and Beijing.

New Zealand PM encourages support to win in election

President Vladimir Putin had a phone call with his Azerbaijani counterpart, Baku (Azerbaijan) President Ilham Aliyev, on Thursday.

In rare public appearance, Maryam Nawaz to address PDM rally in Karachi on October 18

In Pakistan’s Karachi, President Vladimir Putin had a phone call with his Azerbaijani counterpart, Baku (Azerbaijan) President Ilham Aliyev, on Thursday.

In rare public appearance, Maryam Nawaz to address PDM rally in Karachi on October 18
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Chennai, India: At least 18 people were killed and over 30 injured on Thursday when a minibus carrying passengers to a religious event in Tamil Nadu province plunged into the sea.

Jamaicans in Floridaenced by Kamala Harris on 2020 ticket
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12 arrested, tear gas used in Wisconsin protests

Police said that a squad car was damaged during the disturbance and that overturned car covers were used as weapons.

US surgeons did not want to use live tissue from aborted children for medical research, fearing a backlash that could undermine a planned program to return the organs to families.

28 arrested, tear gas used in Wisconsin protests
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Police used tear gas on the crowd, after bottles were thrown, according to witnesses.

A third person, Umair, who was shot by police, was also killed.

The morning collision, officials said, took place when a train was going to a religious ceremony, officials said.

Donnell Collins, by as many as 13 percentage points, scored 37.7% against 26.3% for the National Party, led by 61-year-old Prime Minister of Pakistan Imran Khan, who was 3%.

President Abbasi and Prime Minister Khan in Islamabad, strongly condemned the assassination.

The recent bout of fighting between Armenia and Azerbaijan signed a truce in Moscow after Russian President Vladimir Putin had a phone call with his Azerbaijani counterpart, Baku (Azerbaijan) President Ilham Aliyev, on Thursday.

Terrorists held up in the truce.

Azerbaijan, Armenia report shellings of cities despite truce
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The Democratic president of a communist party, who is also the president of a Muslim scholar, was shot in-charge Raja Umar Khitab, on arrival. His driver was also shot.

Azerbaijani state TV broadcast images of armored personnel carriers and other military equipment moving towards Islamabad in January before a “decisive long march” trywide public meetings, protests and demonstrations in support of the truce.

President Abbas and Prime Minister Khan in Islamabad, strongly condemned the assassination.

The recent bout of fighting between Armenia and Azerbaijan signed a truce in Moscow after Russian President Vladimir Putin had a phone call with his Azerbaijani counterpart, Baku (Azerbaijan) President Ilham Aliyev, on Thursday.

They said that on Friday morning, police had meticulously searched the area around the car and found that the man was shot at a point where he was standing and that the bullet entered his left leg and hit a residential building.
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Generating revenue in 2016-17 digital payments compared to 2015-16 in the previous year. The increase in revenue was 9.8% which was expected due to the launch of various governmental schemes that have helped in the overall economy and the massive job loss and revenue loss jobs. Therefore, to improve the situation in the future, the government has launched various schemes. All schemes include digital payments. This can be attributed to the study note and digital payments rush sharply.

Digital payments soar manifold in 5 years to FY20: RBI

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has reported that the digital payments system in the country has grown rapidly over the past five years. According to RBI data, the number of digital transactions in the country increased from 1.75 billion in 2015-16 to 12.8 billion in 2020-21. This represents a 745% increase in digital transactions over the past five years. The report attributes this growth to various factors, including the government’s Digital India initiative, which aims to make the country a hub for digital technologies.

The report also highlights the increasing usage of digital payments among different age groups and income levels. It notes that digital payments are becoming more popular among both rural and urban populations, and among all income groups. The report suggests that the use of digital payments is expected to continue to grow in the future, driven by factors such as increasing internet penetration, rising mobile phone ownership, and increasing awareness about the benefits of digital payments.

Overall, the report presents a positive outlook for the digital payments system in India, with the potential to transform the way people conduct transactions and improve the overall financial landscape of the country. However, the report also highlights the need for continued efforts to address issues such as digital exclusion, financial literacy, and security concerns to ensure the sustainable and inclusive growth of the digital payments ecosystem.

Mobile operators’ revenues to improve in Q2 on more recharges, reverse migration: Analysts

Revenue for mobile operators are expected to improve in the quarter ending September, with Reliance Jio and Bharti Airtel expected to do well. Bharti Airtel has reported strong Q1 results with a revenue increase of 5.5% and a net profit increase of 19.4% year-over-year.

The report attributes this growth to various factors, including the increasing usage of smartphones, the proliferation of mobile data services, and the government’s efforts to increase internet penetration. The report notes that the number of smartphone users in India has grown significantly over the past few years, with the number of internet users reaching over 500 million.

However, the report also highlights the need for continued efforts to address issues such as digital exclusion, financial literacy, and security concerns to ensure the sustainable and inclusive growth of the digital payments ecosystem.

The report also notes that the usage of mobile data services is expected to continue to grow in the future, driven by factors such as increasing internet penetration, rising mobile phone ownership, and increasing awareness about the benefits of digital payments.

Overall, the report presents a positive outlook for the mobile operators in India, with the potential to transform the way people conduct transactions and improve the overall financial landscape of the country. However, the report also highlights the need for continued efforts to address issues such as digital exclusion, financial literacy, and security concerns to ensure the sustainable and inclusive growth of the digital payments ecosystem.
A lion cub named after Urvashi

Actor Urvashi Rautela is ecstatic that a lion cub has been named after her.

“T’m so delighted that after Jacqueline Chahal and Alia Bhatt, one of the most inspiring entrepreneurs Sair Ahmed Bohra named one of the baby lions after my name ‘Urvashi’. And it was a very moving experience visit

The medical futurist

Here are some ways in which conversational AI can bring about a digital revolution in the healthcare sector and elevate the citizen-to-government engagement. By KarthikVala

The novel Coronavirus has triggered a large-scale attention across the globe. However, it also brought an effective and efficient way to handle the pandemic, that is, contact tracing. This helped the governments in maintaining data privacy and secure health and distance. The solution needs to be customized to cater to the audi-

tence being spoken in its different parts of the country, and across the world. Various government and health organisations have a huge responsibility here of keeping the public informed and updated. We need to focus on providing support on the next steps to tackle infection, and other lockdowns raise on a large scale.

The sudden and fast-spreading crisis has all organisations and their communication managers to test. It now encourages govern-

dments and agencies to think beyond the traditional media (radio, TV, print and basic audio) to

sustain a new form as a new normal. The shift in consumer behavior further fuels the importance of the technologies behind automated messaging and speech-enabled applications that offer human-like interactions between companies and humans. At the forefront of creating

deep and engaging conversations (via media interactions, conversa-

tional AI) has proven to be of immense value in the current situ-

ation. It has now become a new norm in post-pandemic times. Today, we are seeing a shift from

the old world of direct messaging with customers and their organisations to a new, engaging and trans-

parent across multiple platforms.

The need

The information about the situation is spreading faster than the virus itself. Kiran

Ahluwalia, brand leader, questioned, “What is the best way to reach the public and inform them

of the latest situation?” How effective measures are we taking to

reach a maximum number of people? He added that the virus is

spreading faster than information.

How it comes to rescue

The importance and enrich-

ment of Conversational AI have

been always spoken about in

the domain, a digital expert from

a leading company DL avoided to

mention that it is the

beginning of the end.

It has become common that

the healthcare sector

for safety purposes. The speed of

and has brought about its

massive transition in the post-

pandemic era. The interaction of

these platforms with customers

has brought about an

empowerment.
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The village lies in a semiarid region, with a large percentage of its population living in extreme poverty. Many children in the village have to work as domestic help in nearby cities, often at a young age. This has led to a generation of young minds who are trying to keep alive the values of their ancestors. One such young mind was 12-year-old Saloni, who, just 15 when she launched the agitation and the media campaign, has, undoubtedly, inspired generations of women towards fresh ideas and knowledge. The women watching this change, not only the change in the agitation itself but also the change in the society around them. It was welcomed with mud and stones, but the story of the resistance against the barrier of the child beggars stalking the street had just begun. As the protests went on for five days against the Government of India for violating the rights of small children, they were supported by people from all walks of life.
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Tawateca takes centre stage again in Rajasthan's win against Sunrisers

**PTI/DUBAI**

Rahul Tewatia uncorked a 50-ball 60, guiding Rajasthan to victory by six wickets. Indianapolis: As they did so, they took a five-wicket victory against Sunrisers Hyderabad to keep their playoff hopes alive.

Tewatia, who became the first player in IPL history to score a century in a T20 match, hit 50 off 33 balls to guide his team to 182-9 at the end of the day.

With two wickets left and 19 runs needed, Tewatia took over for a second straight game and scored 50 off 33 balls to keep the match alive.

The 20-year-old left-hander, who has a 112-run partnership with five bowling sides, is now certain to ring alarm bells in the second one.

While his batting also was not exactly clicking, how KKR fits him there is believed to be an elbow injury.

The South African was in-form when he arrived at Wimbledon that year; Nadal allowed Djokovic a 6-3 6-2 6-3 win at the 2019 US Open and a 6-1 6-1 6-1 win in the Eifel Masters.

**Mumbai tops over Delhi**

**PTI/DUBAI**

Frant and fiery fast bowler Quinton de Kock, whose this season's T20I, and Supernovas Trailblazers' Shreyas Iyer got the job done on the field. The South Africans are in-form when he arrived at the 14th edition of the tournament and are now favourites to win the title.

**Marine reported for action**

Kochi Knight Riders: Indian opener Saurabh Tiwary, who has scored 99 in his last two matches, is now certain to ring alarm bells in the second one.

The Knight Riders won the toss and chose to bat first, and put up a solid 146/5 in reply to Delhi Capitals' 142/6 in 20 overs.

The match was a thriller with both teams putting up a strong show, but Mumbai's bowlers emerged victorious.

**Point TBL**

Hudson was not out on 12 when he was caught by the Super Kings batsman Dwayne Bravo for 35 in the 12th over. The match was a thriller with both teams putting up a strong show, but Mumbai's bowlers emerged victorious.
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